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So many events in this world are beyond our control, sometimes even beyond our understanding.

No matter what we accomplish, disappointment is inevitable. Worse yet, no matter how powerful we

become, eventually we must all pass away. "What do we gain from all our days of labor in life?" It's

a question we've all asked. In this motivational self-help book, the answer comes from the wisest

man who ever lived, King Solomon. Noting that "one event happens to all", that neither riches nor

wisdom can prevent toil, Solomon journeyed to find value in living. Here, you'll find what he

discovered; simple ways to achieve joy, keys to long-term fulfillment, even our very purpose for

existing. Placed into the context of our current world, King Solomon's Conclusion will equip listeners

with safeguards to elude many of life's greatest pitfalls, to reduce the inevitable stressors that weigh

us down daily, and to offset the frustration that comes from living in a world whose ways are beyond

our control. We live, we work, we die, and nothing we do can change that. But we can find peace,

comfort, and strength along the way. We can effectively manage stress and drastically reduce the

toll it takes on us. And if we choose to fulfill our purpose, we will find something even better, the

greatest gift of all. In King Solomon's Conclusion, spiritual growth meets practical common sense

counseling. The stress management techniques Solomon provides are simple, universal, and

timeless. To those who seek practical knowledge that comes from God, this books for you. The

world's wisest man found the path to peace, joy, and fulfillment. Then, he wrote it all down for us.

So...what are you waiting for?
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While reading this book, I realized what a refreshing and positive way to learn about our Lord

through Solomon. Some of the quotes that I am used to hearing negatively, I noticed they are used

in a positive way and are given in encouragement. We should all enjoy life, it is too short. This book

shares why in so many reasons. I enjoyed it. Well written, thanks!

This book is very insightful allowing the reader to gain insight into a book of the bible that is

relatively low-key in the knowledge forums (in my opinion). I enjoyed reading the

authorÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s perspective on the book of Ecclesiastes and would suggest it to those

who are struggling to gain an understanding of Ecclesiastes and its meanings. There is a

substantial amount of points to draw from, and I feel the author did a great job of narrowing down

what really matters in regards to wisdom. Having wisdom is both essential to navigating the journey

of life, and at the same time, can almost become completely meaningless when trying to gain

wisdom for wisdomÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s sake. I love to read about King SolomonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

revelations and appreciated the parallels that were provided for the book of Proverbs and

Ecclesiastes. If you want to get a simple and elegant outline of the book of Ecclesiastes, read this

book. You may even enjoy the quick wit and clean humor that is laced throughout. Happy reading!

I loved this book. Gave me much insight to things I needed. Will read more of his books.

Such simple wisdom found in Solomon's words! Timeless advice to help guide us to a joyful life. So

helpful!! I really found this to be profound!

I was pleasantly surprised!! The way he breaks down Solomon's teaching is great. I've read

Ecclesiastes before and was confused. After this book I will now know what these riddles mean. I

want to re-read this at least 2 times a year!!

Amazing book which will leave you with wisdom, and a new perspective on our daily actions. I felt

empowered just after reading the first chapter and it just gets better after that.

The author did a good job of presenting the key points of the book of Ecclesiastes. It is well worth

the read and a blessing to be enjoyed.



Awesome book. I'm always trying to gain wisdom by reading proverbsLive life of wisdom and enjoy

lifeThank u. Carlos
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